CREATIVE WRITING SYLLABUS & RUBRIC

PASS CRITERIA: min. 2 million words written, masterpiece published, and steady (and sufficient) income from writing full-time.

FOCUS: Defining your artistic direction, growing your writing career, writing more and more efficiently with a view to publication, earning a steady income.

PASS CRITERIA: min. 1 million words written, min. 100,000 words published, and some income from writing.

FOCUS: Testing the waters to see if writing might be something you want to pursue as a hobby, a side business, or as a full-time career; growing (and getting to know) your following/readership; writing with purpose, developing workflows, making it pay.

PASS CRITERIA: min. 100,000 words written, and at least 1 NaNoWriMo win.

FOCUS: Cultivating a visceral and intellectual joy in writing, without which there really isn’t any point being a writer.
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